It’s War...
Bubble Car

Motorists under attack!
911s by Singer in Japan is
just one of the stories we
cover as well as an old Clio...
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Ford GT Heritage tribute to ‘66 Daytona win
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RINGO STARR’S MINI
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Augusta the Model
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1 MV Augusta Superveloce £17,930
2 Hat - Debenhams £20 00
3 Dress - reemans £ 0 00
4 Shoes - She n £1 9
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Fun Day Out

WarGames

Kiran Parmar talks to expert Simon Thomas
about historical military vehicles and the
brilliant Military Odyssey get togethers.
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Porsche 911 Turbo
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Fun Day Out

Photography
Kiran Parmar
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Photography Kiran Parmar
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Two Car
Garage?
Mazda MX-30

THE FUTURE IS
HERE, DO YOU
DRIVE ELECTRIC,
OR PETROL OR
BOTH OR WHAT?

Free Car Mag check out the first electric Mazda and chat to the Managing Director of
Mazda GB Jeremy Thomson. First we drive the car, the one on the left.
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Driving the Mazda MX-30
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Angry Driver
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AReader
Writes...

We left the EU, but the EU
does not seem to have left
us. Just what is going on?
A Free Car Mag Reader dares
to ask some difficult
questions...story behind the

O

n Thursday 23rd June 2016 UK citizens voted
to leave the EU. This result did not suit the
‘Establishment’ who basically refused to
accept the result. They have done their best to
waste the next four and half years of precious time,
to achieve any form of smooth transition.
Meanwhile they kept on imposing EU motoring
laws.
There are so many European based organisations
involved in what is generically called ‘road safety’,
many, which most people will never have heard of,
have a huge influence on all our daily lives and it is
becoming harder to be independent and just get on
with driving without too much interference.
Amongst the countless changes to existing
legislation the Roadworthiness Directive in 2018
(MOT) is the tip of a massive iceberg of changes that
have taken place since voting out of the European
Union.
In May 2017 the Cross Border Directive
(2015/413/EU was imposed. This allowed EU states
access to DVLA records, so that UK drivers could be
prosecuted
for
alleged
motoring
offences
committed in Europe. I expect many of these will be
speeding fines, which more than ever is done
electronically by cameras, speed guns so that there
is no
personal chance of debating with your
accuser, or optimistically them showing some form
of discretion.
That raises the question of just how many people
would bother to challenge a ‘foreign’ motoring
offence? Indeed, the thought of going to court in the
UK to prove your innocence is pretty daunting. In
the case of an alleged speeding offence, how would
you know that all the right set-up procedures for
the camera had been done correctly or that it was
not another vehicle that had been ‘zapped’ ?
The police might not even supply you with
photographic evidence to help prove their case. Was
all the speed limit signage legal and in place? The
thought of questioning trained police solicitor or
experts from the suppliers of the equipment.
Everything is against you getting an impartial
hearing. Plus the huge ‘Costs’ involved.
So how would you like to do this in a foreign court,
in a language you do not speak, in an ‘alien’ justice

system, combined, with a labyrinth of laws as
complicated as ours, thousands of miles from hom
ence anybody with a ‘foreign’ number plate
becomes an easy target. With this in mind, the
police or private company issuing the prosecution
know whatever they say stands a very good chance
of going unchallenged. As a result, by the end of
201 , something like 00.000 information requests
had been handled over by the DVLA.
In April 2018 the Ecall Directive became law.
(2015/758/EU), that’s the 112 eCall automatically
dials Europe s single emergency number 112 in the
event of a serious road accident and communicates
the vehicle s location to the emergency services.
ext year, Intelligent (which is questionable)
Speed Adaption (ISA) will be imposed under the EU
‘ eneral Safety Regulations’ which incidentally will
include many other ‘must haves’ to make drivers
less ‘involved’ in the act of driving and leading the
way to acceptance of autonomous vehicles.
So, despite all the rhetoric from pro-cycling Boris
Johnson of leaving the EU, he has, as far as motoring
in general is concerned, we have not left. Speed
limiters will render your vehicle or even your 100k
supercar, no faster on the road than a 1 50’s
Standard Vanguard. As a sop to the more gullible, at
first ISA can be deactivated but how long will that
last? owever, would your insurance still be valid if
you deactivated the system if something happened?
Could you then be open to a private prosecution in
the event of an accident, by ambulance chasing
lawyers?
Producing a vehicle in both left and right hand
drive must require a fair amount of engineering, so
it would not have been too difficult to produce
vehicles without these electronic ‘widgets’ required
to impose this nonsense especially when models
will be sold in the rest of the world without speed
limiters But for how long?
With the influence of the United ations) and
World ealth Organisation why are they all singing
from the same anti car hymn-sheet?
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LEGO VW CAMPER

Back-Seat Driver

Morgan Plus 8+

Have your say
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@freecarmag1

Future Proof

BIG IN JAPAN

For more of the latest news and press releases go to freecarmag.com
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TTV
Shirts •Mugs•Books

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends plus you can
buy some T shirts and
other stuff with logos
on that helps keep us
going as FCM, I mean a
Free Car Mug will cheer
up tea time no end.
www.bangernomics.com

INSPIRED BY EVOQUE
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World of Books

PEUGEOT 205 GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEY PUBLISHING £14.99

THE MANCHESTER HEINKEL
MATTHEW CORRIGAN £8.99

OSPREY - MATTHEW CORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.95

THE ULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVID MILLOY £8.00
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TV Luggage
Lotus

INSPIRED BY EVOQUE

www.jordan
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Wanted

Casio
DBC -32D
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Buy Now
ORDER: NOW
But not in the UK
and maybe sub
£200K

GT SPEED
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AVAILABLE:
MAY 2021
FROM
£142,000

ASTON MARTIN VANTAGE F1 EDITION

AVAILABLE:
SOON
HURRY THERE
ARE ONLY 30...

JARAMA RACETRACK EDITION

freecarmag.com 25

Stay at Home
Get Net Zero...
.

Podcast Alert

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring. Find out which cars are classics, bangers or both. Listen to stories you
won’t hear anywhere else. Laugh out loud at some very poor jokes, Get involved by
making suggestions for serious and not so serious discussion.
Incredibly a new episode is uploaded every single week. Don’t miss out.

www.bangersandclassics.com

REVIEW

#BrownCarGuy

Jaguar F-Pace SVR

WATCH MY VIDEO
REVIEW OF
Jaguar F-Pace SVR

L

ess than four seconds, 3.8
to be exact. That’s how
quickly you’ll reach 60mph
having started from rest in a
Jaguar F-Pace SVR. Your jaw will
have dropped in shock, you’ll
forget to breathe, your neck will
be pinned against the headrest
and your ears will be pummelled
by the savage guttural roar.
Meanwhile, your partner will be
berating you to slow down, the
children will be whooping and
laughing in the back, and the
wide-eyed dog will be slammed
into the back window confused
as to how that tree he just had
his eye on, shrank so quickly.
Overawed as you will be at
the relentless force of momentum conjured up by a posh family SUV from Jaguar, you won’t
want to lift off. Revelling in the
forces unleashed by a mighty
supercharged old-school 5.0-li-

Brown
CarGuy
Says...
28 freecarmag.com

to the tarmac and heading in
the direction you compel it to, at
whatever velocity you choose.
Improvements inside include
the new Jaguar-Land Rover infotainment system with a huge

tre V8, churning out 550bhp
and funnelling 516lb ft of torque
through all four wheels, you’ll
be tempted to see it out all the
way to the 178mph top speed.
The Jaguar F-Pace makes no
sense at all, especially not at
nearly £78,000, considering
the F-Pace model range starts
at £40k and the P400e at £56k
would give you all the performance you could ever need
in the real world. Plus the SVR
barely manages 23mpg and

Cars like the rather brilliant all-electric Citroen e-C4
may represent the inevitable
future. However, I can’t help
but take a moment to lament
the end of the road for utter
awesomeness in the shape of
machines such as the Jaguar
F-Pace SVR.

scoffs at the environment with
CO2 emissions of 275g/km.
For 2021 as well as the increased torque, quicker acceleration and higher top speed, the
aerodynamics have been improved, there’s a new bumper,
larger brake cooling vents, new
LED headlights and taillights,
and 22-inch forge alloy wheels.
The suspension, brakes and
steering have all been uprated.
There’s an active rear differential and torque vectoring brak-

Its speed is ludicrous, its
noise is outrageous, its hellish
consumption and ravaging
emissions are untenable, but
boy-oh-boy does it get under
your skin. An estate car on
stilts that should be occupied
with the tedium of family
chores, instead it has the cre-

sexy sports seat, exquisitely
presented quality upholstery
and trim, and a proper lever to
select gears with. Stubby it may
be, but a knob it isn’t anymore.
There is very little logic I can
proffer you dear reader as encouragement to procure this
sensational vehicle. Sure it’s
practical, sure it will quietly go
about the daily grind too, pretending to be sensible and serene when you require. But at
its core, it is a nutter mental
raving loon, and you’re either
going to want one or not. I
want one.

dentials to shame supercars.
Yet Jaguar has committed to
going fully electric by 2025 –
ment’s deadline. Which means
gloriously savage sensations
such as the SVR will be killed
off. Make the most of them
while you can.

T

T

he all-new Citroen C4,
already reviewed on
these pages in petrol
guise, also now comes as a
full electric vehicle. Since the
platform, which you’ll also
sions of the Peugeot 2008
and Vauxhall Corsa, was intended from the outset to be
electric, there are little if any
compromises to be found
here in terms of space for humans or their luggage, apart
from the fact you’ll have
bulky cables in the back.
If you mostly charge at
home, you won’t need to
carry them around. Citroen
claims a range of 217 miles.
So allowing for a realistic
range of about 180-190 miles
depending on usage, it is entirely usable as a daily driver.
With a 50kWh lithium-ion
battery onboard along with

REVIEW

quaintance. With styling
inspired by the classic Citroen
GS, it’s a kinda crossover yet is
as much a rival for a Toyota Corolla or Ford Focus as it is for
C-HR and Kuga. Citroen gives
you one car where others may
offer two - including within its
own family group as this shares
its platform with the Peugeot
208 and 2008.
However, this is the longest
iteration of that chassis as can
be witnessed in its sleeker form,
but also from the remarkable
practicality it offers. There’s a
useful 380-litre boot expandable to 1250-litres with the
rear seats down, and talking of
which, there is certainly room to
accommodate a six-footer like
yours truly in the rear - moreso
than its cousins from Peugeot.
Prices for the C4 range from
£21k to £28,255 and the trim
levels are Sense, Sense Plus,
Shine and Shine Plus. It’s available with petrol engines with a
choice of 100, 130 and 155bhp
outputs and offered with a
6-speed manual or 8-speed
auto (you only get an auto with
the most powerful engine).
You could opt for 110bhp
(6-speed manual) or 130bhp
(8-speed auto) diesel units or
the all-electric version also re-

Citroen C4

he all-new Citroen C4 is a

WATCH MY VIDEO REVIEW OF Citroen C4

viewed on these pages.
The model tested was the
C4 PureTech 130 S&S in manual and Sense Plus priced from
£23k. It pretty much has all
the kit you could need unless
you’re really going to miss
the rear centre armrest. The
1.2-litre three-cylinder petrol
turbocharged engine delivers
130bhp and 170lb ft of torque
a 7.4kW charging (11kW is
optional) a 100kW CCS Rapid
charger should get it juiced
back up to 80% in 30 minutes. Plug it in at home - once
you’ve taken advantage of
the free PodPoint 7kW home
charger Citroen throws in
- and seven and half hours
should get the battery up to
full bars. Prices range from
£30,395-£32,545.
With a 100kW motor driving the front wheels, it puts
out the equivalent of 136bhp
and 192lb ft of torque getting it to 62mph in 9 seconds
and onto 93mph. And it feels
like a properly grown-up
electric car from behind the
wheel, mostly matching the
non-electric versions for driving dynamics, but adding a
tighter sense of solidity and
somehow an even more re-

endowing the car with rest
to 62mph acceleration of an
on-par 8.9 seconds and a top
speed of 130mph. This is more
than adequate for city driving,
motorway cruising and even
chewing up some back roads.
Combined fuel consumption
is an impressive 54.7mpg and
CO2 emissions are 135g/km.
Despite Citroen insisting this

REVIEW

car is geared towards comfort,
backed up by the softer seats
and excellent suspension, it’s
playful and enjoyable enough
on the go. The instrumentation
is clear and intuitive and the
sensation is of driving a hatchback but sitting a little higher.
This could be the most obvious
all-round choice in the Citroen
line-up.

Citroen e-C4
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Test Drive

Watch & Listen here: https://youtu.be/v1Kf

SupraStar
https://youtu.be/

u

s

Kiran Parmar finds out what makes the TOYOTA SUPRA GR tick.
freecarmag.com
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Porsche 911 Turbo
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Test Drive

Photography Kiran Parmar
freecarmag.com

Photography Kiran Parmar
Engine Performance The Supra is fun to drive, the throttle
response is instant and exhilarating. Accelerating up to 30mph
occurs immediately with the lightest touch of the throttle. The
engine sound is amazing and has an almost V8 growl to it. Press
the ‘Sport’ button and the exhaust pops and crackles to add to the
excitement. (See videos). You can even customise the Driving
dynamics on the onboard computer; the ‘Damping,’ ‘Steering,’
‘Engine,’ and ‘Transmission’ can all be adjusted from ‘Normal’ to a
more aggressive feel by switching to ‘Sports.’ Keep the ‘Damping’
in ‘Normal’ and you will enjoy a very pleasant smooth ride on
rough town and city roads. Switch everything to ‘Sport Standard’
if you are on a track day or engage ‘Track’ mode in the Vehicle
Stability System for ultimate control.
Gearbox The 8-speed ZF gearbox offers extremely smooth and
unnoticeable gear changes and rapidly changes to get you up to
top gear as soon as possible for the best fuel economy. In ‘auto’
mode you can override the automatic gear changes anytime by
pulling the paddles, leave the paddles alone and it will switch
back to ‘auto’ in a few seconds. Flick the gear leaver to the left
(‘M’- for manual appears on the digital gauge cluster) and you can
keep the car in manual mode leaving you are in full control of all
the gear changes. Pull the paddle to downshift in sports mode
and the engine ‘blips’ and rev matches ‒ a fantastic sensation.
Ride & Handling The ride is surprising smooth despite the huge
wheels. The adaptive suspension works very well and irons out
the bumps. Large potholes and bumps can be transmitted to the
cabin, but the adaptive suspension really does do its best to give

you a smooth and controlled ride. The Supra was fine-tuned at
the Nürburgring and it shows; the grip is sensational on all roads,
if you feed the power in a bit too quickly, the rear wheels brake
traction momentarily but the traction control kicks in straight
away and a little yellow light flashes on the dash letting you know
that some electronic trickery has just saved you! The rack and
pinion electric power steering is very light but has laser-like
precision giving the driver plenty of feedback as to what the front
wheels are doing. Switching to sports mode adds weight and
more feel to the steering wheel. Road noise and tyre roar are
minimal considering the Supra is a sports car. The Michelin Pilot
Super Sport tyres are impressive but can ‘snake’ under harsh
acceleration even in the dry. The brakes, with Brembo red
aluminium callipers, feature ventilated discs, and front 4-pot fixed
callipers, rear with single pot floating callipers are extremely
sensitive and highly responsive inspiring confidence. In the wet
the brakes will automatically dry themselves and prevent brake
fade by automatically increasing brake pressure when the discs
become hot.
The GR Supra is a fabulous and highly impressive machine which
feels like a baby supercar. It is the type of car that makes you want
to go for drive just for the fun of it and when you climb out of it
you cannot help but admire its beauty. With sports car on the
demise and the electric revolution taking over, I predict the Supra,
the Japanese sports car with a German heart, could be a future
classic in years to come! Prices start from £54,365.00 and the
Supra comes with a five-year warranty. Visit https://
www.toyota.co.uk/new-cars/supra/ for more details.
freecarmag.com

Bangernomics

Franconomics
Matt Marchant bought a Renault Clio for £170 a year ago. He’s kept it
going with considerable ingenuity, skill and sheer bloodymindedness.
Matt proves it is possible to run a car on a marginal budget.
Follow Matt on Twitter: @fix_it_workshop www.fixitworkshop.co.uk
Instagram: @repairyourthings
Find Matt’s previous posts on www.bangernomics.com
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Import a Classic

Euroclassic
Free Car Mag wondered what came over people when they decide to not just buy a
classic car, but actually go abroad to do it, Nick Bailey and Chris Hendrie reveal all,...
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Next Time
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THANK YOU...
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Sign This

Scrap the proposed ban on new petrol and diesel cars

https://petition.parliament.u /petitions/
here are
million o us ith ars...
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423
folding roller sliding and chain
screens for doors and windows for home
and business, diy kits only

